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DEFINITION OF ELECTRONIC MAIL 

It is a most commonly abbreviated as e-mail or email, is a method of exchanging digital 

messages from one source to many destination through the internet. Electronic mail services 

include 

Send/receive mail: it can be used to send and receive message 

Chat: it provides its user with chat services such as Google talk, yahoo messages 

 

Steps Involve In Creating E-Mail Account  

Open the internet explorer and type www.yahoomail.com in the address bar  

On the yahoo web page click on sign in 

Fill in your personal data 

Type the proposed E-mail address you want to use 

Click on check available  

 

Steps Involve In Opening Mail Box:  

Open internet explorer type in www.yahoomail.com web page click on sign in  

Type username  

Type password  

Click sign in 

To view mail click on mail 

Email address is the unique address used to identify the email box of its user 

 

Features of an E-Mail Address 

The username 

The @ sign 

The name of the website like yahoo, Google etc. 

The website extension 

Difference Between E-Mail And Website; a website is a collection of web pages that is related 

to an entity, it is identify by its name while an e-mail address is a service in the internet that is 

registered in the website  

http://www.yahoomail.com/
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Chatting; is the process of simultaneous communication between internet users through instant 

messages that are not stored. 

Steps Involve In Charting With Yahoo Messenger  

Double click on the yahoo messenger  

Type your ID inside the yahoo ID textbox  

Type the password click sign in the chart window will be displayed 

 

NETWORK 

Definition of Network; it allows sharing resources and information among interconnected 

device through communication channel, that facilities communication among users  

Types of Network 

Ethernet 

Token ring 

Arc net 

 

Ethernet; this is a bus topology LAN network system it uses twisted cable to connect computer 

system  

Token Ring; is local area network (LAN) when implemented the computer is connected 

through cable to a hub  

Arc Net; this is a star land topology network  

Network topology include bus, star and ring topology  

 

Network Devices; they are the nodes of network that are connected to communication, they 

include 

 Hub 

 network interface card  

 switch 

 router 

 bridge 

 moderns 

 

Benefits of Networking; it include 

 help to enhance connectivity  

 helps in sharing of hardware resources 

 easy out management of data 

 internet data sharing 

 Networking promote games. 
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To Explain the Benefits; 

Helps to enhance connectivity: network connect and link unlimited number of computer this in 

return connect the people using those computers. Individuals within a work group are 

connected through local network (LAN) 

Network helps in sharing of hardware resources; for instance a single print can be shared by 

many staff in an office and this can save loss of cost. Others include; easy out management of 

data, internet, data sharing, networking promoted games  

 

NETWORK CABLES AND CONNECTORS 

This is a cable used to connect and transfer data between two or more computers. Types of 

network cables include:  

 Twisted pair. 

 Coaxial cables. 

 Optical cables. 

 Telephone cables. 

Twisted pair cables is a type of cable in which two conductors are twisted together mainly 

for Ethernet network and telephone lines. 

Connectors are various types of cables used to connect cables together. 

Coaxial cables is an electrical cable with an inner conductor surrounded by a flexible tubular 

insulating layer. It can be used on most homes to connect Satellite dishes to the TV set. 

Fibre optic cable is a technology that uses glass or plastic thread (fibre) to transmit data. Its 

advantages include;  

 Has a greater bandwidth than a metal cable. 

 Less susceptible to heat than metal cable. 

 Data can be transferred digitally. 

 It is much thinner and lighter than the metal cable. 

Computer cables and connectors: This includes; data cables, power cables, connectors. 

Power cables: these are used to supply electricity ti he computer system. A power cable is 

an assembly of two or more electrical conductors usually held together with a sheath. 

Data cable: This is any media that allows baseband transmissions from a transmitter to a 

receiver. Various types of data cables include; printer cable, universal serial bus (USB) monitor 

cable etc. 

Printer cable: this is a type of cable that transfers data between a computer and a printer. 

Types of data cables: USB cables, monitor cables, serial cables and printer cables. 

Monitor cables: This is also called video graphics array connector (VGA) is a three row 15 

pin DB-15 connector, he 15 pin is found on many video cards, computer monitor and some 

high definition television sets. 
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Serial cable: This is a cable that can be used ti transfer information between two devices 

using serial communication. The form of the connector depends upon the particular physical 

layer used. 

 

World Wide Web (WWW) 

Definition of WWW: This is known as the web, and a system of interlinked hypertext 

documents accessed via the internet with a web browser and can view web pages containing 

texts, images or videos. 

Basic terminologies: WWW, website, web browser, webpage, homepage, protocols amongst 

others. 

BENEFITS OF A WEBSITE 

 Easy access to a massive pool of knowledge 

 Cheaper and flexible advertising. 

 Market expansion. 

 Promotes E-commerce. 

 Promotes E-learning. 

BENEFITS OF THE WWW AND ITS USES 

 It enables the access to information anywhere in the world. 

 It enables quick means of communication. 

 Sharing of ideas, knowledge and skills across the world. 

 Social networking. 

 It is also the bedrock of E-commerce and E-learning. 

Navigating through the website: It is a pathway people take to browse through a particular 

site and it must be properly outlined. 

Purpose of the navigation: 

 To present readers with the most user friendly path so that they can find information 

that they want quickly. 

 To ensure that readers always know where they are on the site. 

 To allow readers to move quickly and logically through the site. 

Types of navigation: Left navigation, top, right, central, global feature, related, content, 

history, dropdown, geographic and uniform resource locator (URL) navigation. 
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COMPUTER DATABASE 

What is a computer database is a single organised collection of data for one or more purposes 

stored with minimum duplication of data items so as to provide consistent and controlled pool 

of data. 

A database management system (DBSM) is a software that controls the storage, retrieval and 

manipulation of data stored in the database. It makes data easy to store, edit and retrieve. 

Forms of database include; 

 Hierarchical database model 

 Network database model 

 Rotational database model 

 

 


